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Summary
Background
Neuropathology caused by the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has been reported
across several studies. The characterisation of the spatial distribution of these pathology
remains critical to assess long and short-term neurological sequelae of COVID-19. To this
end, Mathematical models can be used to characterise the location and aetiologies underlying
COVID-19-related neuropathology.

Method
We performed a systematic review of the literature to quantify the locations of small
neurological events identified with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) among COVID-19
patients. Neurological events were localised into the Desikan-Killiany grey and white matter
atlases. A mathematical network diffusion model was then used to test whether the spatial
distribution of neurological events could be explained via a linear spread through the
structural connectome of the brain.
Findings
We identified 35 articles consisting of 123 patients that assessed the spatial distribution of
small neurological events among COVID-19 patients. Of these, 91 patients had grey matter
changes, 95 patients had white matter changes and 72 patients had confirmed cerebral
microbleeds. White matter events were observed within 14 of 42 white matter bundles from
the IIT atlas. The highest proportions (26%) of events were observed within the bilateral
corticospinal tracts. The splenium and middle of the corpus callosum were affected in 14%
and 9% of the cases respectively. Grey matter events were spatially distributed in the 41 brain
regions within the Desikan-Killiany atlas. The highest proportions (~10%) of the events were
observed in areas including the bilateral superior temporal, precentral, and lateral occipital
cortices. Sub-cortical events were most frequently identified in the Pallidum. The application
of a mathematical network diffusion model suggested that the spatial pattern of the small
neurological events in COVID-19 can be modelled with a linear diffusion of spread from
epicentres in the bilateral cerebellum and basal ganglia (Pearson’s r=0.41, p<0.001,
corrected).
Interpretation
To our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically characterise the spatial distribution
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of small neurological events in COVID-19 patients and test whether the spatial distribution of
these events can be explained by a linear diffusion spread model. The location of
neurological events is consistent with commonly identified neurological symptoms including
alterations in conscious state among COVID-19 patients that require brain imaging. Given
the prevalence and severity of these manifestations, clinicians should carefully monitor
neurological symptoms within COVID-19 patients and their potential long-term sequelae.
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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).1 Typically, COVID-19 patients present with fever, cough,
fatigue, and dyspnoea, with approximately 20% of cases developing severe life-threatening
disease.1,2 Extrapulmonary symptoms are also being reported including altered conscious
state, seizures and focal neurological injuries, raising concerns over the long-term
neurological sequelae of COVID-19.3-8

As of October 15th 2020, more than 38.4 M cases

and 1.1 M deaths have been reported globally, with cases rising rapidly in the U.S., India and
Brazil.9

Several neuroimaging studies have suggested that neurological symptoms in COVID-19
patients are linked to a broad range of acute neurological events, particularly those of
cerebrovascular nature. A recent systematic review has shown that these events range from
large ischemic strokes to small and localised haemorrhages, vascular thrombosis and
microbleeds10. The presence of cerebral microbleeds (small 2–5 mm perivascular
hemosiderin deposits) are also being reported and are presumed to be features of small vessel
disease. These smaller neurological events can manifest as fluid-attenuated inversion
recovery (FLAIR) signal abnormalities in either grey or white matter,10 or localised signal
changes as measured with T1-weighted, susceptibility-weighted, and diffusion-weighted
MRI.11-13 These events are being associated with increased risk of stroke and poorer
functional recovery, which may compromise long-term cognitive outcomes,11,13-15 and may
therefore reflect a selective vulnerability of brain regions to COVID-19.

Emerging evidence suggests COVID-19 patients may display an atypical distribution of
neurological events occurring primarily within the corpus callosum and deep subcortical
structures.7,16-18 However, these distributions are not well understood and may benefit from
mathematical modelling in order to characterise the pattern of distribution and potential
epicentres of spread. For instance, network diffusion models (NDM) can emulate the pattern
of pathological spread in the brain via white matter pathways, and have been useful in
modelling the spread of disease in other neurological conditions such as Huntington’s and
Alzheimer’s disease.19-21 However, to date there has been no application of any mathematical
model to assess and map the distribution of neurological events associated with COVID-19.
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This systematic review aims to (1) critically review current literature investigating the
location of neurological events in patients with COVID-19 and (2) shed light on the
distribution of COVID-19 related neurological events within grey and white matter.
Subsequently, we: (1) summarized recent literature on neurological events (2) mapped the
spatial distribution of neurological events and (3) utilised NDM to model the spread of
neurological events in COVID-19 patients.

Method
Protocol registration
This systematic review was registered with the International Prospective Register of
Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO: registration number CRD42020201161) and conducted
according to PRISMA guidelines.22
Search strategy
We searched Medline, Embase, Scopus and LitCovid databases from 1st January 2020 – 19th
July 2020 using the MeSH terms "coronavirus" OR "COVID-19" AND "neurolog*" OR
"brain" OR "central nervous system" OR "CNS" AND "MRI" OR "magnetic resonance
imaging" OR "hypointensities" OR "microbleeds" OR "cerebral microbleeds" OR
"microhemorrhages". Additional studies were identified by manually searching the reference
lists of relevant articles. The search strategy is described in supplementary Fig. 1 in a
PRISMA flow-chart. Search was conducted with help of a health science librarian.
Selection criteria
We included case reports, case series and observational studies published in peer-reviewed
journals and preprints available in English that identified small neurological events in
patients with COVID-19 using MRI. Articles without full texts and studies without
laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 patient diagnosis were excluded.

Any studies only

reporting large cerebrovascular events (such as strokes, infarcts) and diffuse pathology (nonspecific) were also excluded.
Data extraction
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Two independent reviewers screened articles by title and abstract for relevance. These studies
were then screened for eligibility for inclusion by full text evaluation. For each included
article, two independent reviewers extracted data (AP, RC). Disagreements were
collaboratively resolved within the team. Instructions detailing the type of information to be
extracted and how to record, categorise or code this information was also discussed amongst
team members. The following information was extracted from each manuscript: (a) country,
first author and year of publication; (b) sample characteristics (sample size, age group and
sex distribution); (c) study design; (d) clinical symptoms; (e) reason for brain imaging; (f)
type of MRI performed; (g) imaging findings; and (h) relevant conclusions to assist article
interpretation. Two additional reviewers (FD, FT) then validated all the extracted data and the
eligibility of each included article.
Neuroimaging data synthesis and coding
Two expert reviewers (NP, GP) screened each included article to identify the location,
distribution, and number of neurological events. These events ranged from microbleeds
(observed in SWI or T2* GRE images), white matter hyperintensities (FLAIR images), small
lesions, or signal changes in diffusion-weighted MRI within grey or white matter. For each
article, events were manually localised to grey or white matter regions based on available
MRI images and/or radiological descriptions. The Illinios Institute of Technology (IIT)
Desikan-Killiany grey matter atlas incorporating 84 brain regions, was used to label any
events located within grey matter.23 IIT white matter bundles were used to label any events
located within white matter.23 FSLeyes neuroimaging software from the FMRIB library was
used to visualise white matter tracts and grey matter areas from the IIT atlas.24 Any COVID19 patient with non-specific neuropathological findings (e.g. “juxtacortical white matter”) or
without an MRI image or description were excluded from further analyses. This data
encoding process generated two tables for grey and white matter regions with columns
corresponding to each article and rows corresponding to the name of the region/bundle. Each
cell in the table provided information on the number of cases corresponding to the
neurological event. A third independent reviewer (FT) validated the encoded data and any
discrepancies were discussed and addressed.

Neuroimaging Data Visualisation
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Proportions of events

   
   



 belonging to each encoded region within the

IIT Desikan-Killiany grey matter atlas and IIT white matter bundles were used for
visualisation. Grey matter events were visualised using MRICroGL software.25 White matter
events were visualised using MATLAB 2018a and CONN toolbox version 19b. 26,27
Network diffusion model of spread
A graph theoretical meta-analytic model was used to test whether the spatial distribution of
small neurological events in the brain can be explained by a spread via the brain’s structural
connectome (source code available at: https://github.com/govin2000/covidspread). NDM was
used per previous protocols that identified a spatial pattern of pathology in the brain.19,20
NDM models the hypothetical distribution of pathology in a brain network (given by a
connectome C) over time by linear diffusion, given by:      where  is the
initial pattern of the neurological events at   0, H is the degree normalised graph
Laplacian, and

is a diffusivity constant. The unit of the model’s diffusion time  is assumed

to be days (given the likely progression of 5-14 days4,8,14) for the diffusivity constant

of 1

per day.    is a vector of distribution of pathology in the brain when diffusion is seeded
from a given region provided by an initial condition  . We used a repeated seeding
approach, which has previously been used to identify potential epicentres of the spread of
neuropathology.28 We also used the IIT brain connectome, which is available openly.23
NDM generates a vector of distribution of pathology   over time. We expect that  
should correlate with distribution of neurological events. Thus, Pearson’s correlation
coefficient strength and p-values were calculated between the empirical proportions of events
measured using the systematic review (described above) and   at all model timepoints .
This process was repeated for all bilateral regions (42 bilateral regions) within the IIT
Desikan-Killiany grey matter atlas. The region that showed the largest significant (p<0.05,
Family-wise error corrected for 84 regions) association with measured neurological events
was defined as the seed region.
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Results
The systematic search yielded 461 articles, of which 62 were eligible for full-text assessment
(see Supplementary Fig. 1 for PRISMA flow-chart). Of these, 28 were excluded; these were
commentaries, response letters and review articles proposing SARS-CoV-2 nervous system
invasion but lacking clinical findings. A total of 35 publications reporting small neurological
events in patients with COVID-19 were evaluated. Of these, 35 provided specific anatomical
detail required for meta-analysis and modelling. These articles contributed 123 unique
patients, with a total of 317 neurological events. Of these, 91 patients had grey matter
changes, 95 patients had white matter changes and 72 patients had confirmed cerebral
microbleeds. Further details on the presentation of grey and white matter events can be
found in table 1 below.
Table 1. Clinical presentation and MRI findings in COVID-19 patients
Clinical features

MRI modalities

MRI findings

Abdel-

Four patients (mean age 12

T2, FLAIR

Signal change in splenium of

Mannan et

years; two male one

corpus callosum (n=4,

female); all had

diffusion restriction in 3/4);

encephalopathy; global

genu of corpus callosum (n=2)

proximal muscle weakness;

bilateral centrum semiovale

three had headache; two had

(n=2).

29

al., (UK)

reduced reflexes; two had
brainstem signs with
dysarthria or dysphagia; two
had dyspnoea; one had
meningism; and, one had
cerebellar ataxia.
Afshar et

One female aged 39 years

T1, T2, FLAIR,

FLAIR hyperintensities and T1
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al.,30 (Iran)

with altered conscious state,

DWI

hypointensities in bilateral

drowsiness, and, two with

thalami, medial temporal lobes

generalised tonic-clonic

and pons, without T1 contrast

seizures on day 11.

enhancement or diffusion
restriction.
FLAIR, DWI

FLAIR hyperintensities in the

Anand et

One female aged 61 years

al.,31 (USA)

with rightward gaze

subcortical U-fibres,

deviation and repeated 3-

periventricular white matter,

5min generalised tonic

bilateral cerebellar

clonic seizures with multiple

hemispheres and bifrontal

focal onset events.

cortices with diffusion
restriction, suggestive of
extensive
leukoencephalopathy.

Aragao et

Five adult patients; four

al.,32 (Brazil)

with headache; three with

bulbs (n=5), suggestive of

anosmia; and, one with

microbleeds.

T1, STIR

Hyperintensity in olfactory

motor deficit.
Bonardel et

One male aged 51 years

DWI, SWI,

FLAIR hyperintensity and SWI

33

with headache, abrupt

DSC-MRI

hypointensity in the bilateral

(France)

cortical blindness and

perfusion

occipito-temporal cortex,

al.,

disorientation.

consistent with infarction.
T1, FLAIR

FLAIR hyperintensities in the

Collange et

One male aged 56 years

al.,34

with confusion, encephalitis,

bilateral deep cerebral nuclei

(France)

eye damage, observed

(dentate nucleus, pallidum, and

parkinsonism,

thalamus), bilateral internal

quadraparaesis and extensor

capsules, corpus callosum and

plantar reflex.

adjacent white matter with
some areas of T1 contrast
enhancement, suggestive of
necrotising haemorrhagic
encephalitis.

De Stefano et One female aged 56 years

DWI, SWI

Diffuse punctiform
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al.,35

with altered conscious state.

hypointensities or microbleeds

(Switzerland)

in the bilateral juxtacortical
white matter, corpus callosum,
and internal capsule.

Dixon et
36

al., (UK)

One female aged 59 years

T1, T2-

T2 hyperintensity, oedema and

with headache, altered

Weighted, SWI

microhemorrhage bilaterally in

conscious state and a

the dorsolateral putamina,

generalised tonic-clonic

ventrolateral thalamic nuclei,

seizure.

subinsular regions, splenium of
corpus callosum, cingulate
gyri, amygdalae, pons and
subcortical perirolandic regions
with T1 peripheral contrast
enhancement and diffusion
restriction, suggestive of
diffuse haemorrhagic acute
necrotising encephalopathy.

Doo et al.,
(USA)

37

One male aged 64 years

FLAIR, GRE

FLAIR hyperintensity

with seizure (post-

consistent with oedema in the

extubation).

bilateral parieto-occipital white
matter and GRE multifocal
haemorrhagic foci, suggestive
of acute PRES-like
leukoencephalopathy with
multifocal haemorrhage.

Fitisori et
al.,

16

Nine patients (mean age

T1, T1WI (+/-

Microbleeds in the subcortical

67.7 years; seven male, two

contrast), T2WI,

white matter (n=7), corpus

FLAIR, SWI,

callosum (n=9), basal ganglia

DWI

(n=2), anterior or posterior

(Switzerland) female); six with
psychomotor agitation or a
withdrawal syndrome post-

limbs of the internal capsule

extubation ventilation; three

(n=5), middle cerebellar

with delayed recovery of

peduncles (n=5), cerebellum

consciousness after deep

(n=1) and septum pellucidum
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sedation; and, two with

(n=1), with sequelae of parietal

headache.

haemorrhage (n=1), lacunar
infarction (n=2), centrum
semiovale infarction (n=1) and
central pontine myelinolysis
(n=1).

Frisullo et

One female aged 49 years

al.,38 (Italy)

with dysarthria, left facial

right perirolandic cortex (pre

weakness, left hemiparesis,

and post central gyri).

FLAIR, DWI

FLAIR hyperintensities in the

and hemianesthesia.
Hanafi et
al.,

39

(France)

One male aged 65 years

T1, T2*

T2* microhaemorrhage in the

with altered conscious state

weighted,

globus pallidus bilaterally.

despite withdrawal of

FLAIR, DWI

FLAIR hyperintensities and

sedation.

DWI focal ischaemic lesions
with patchy T1 contrast
enhancement in the bilateral
hemispheric/periventricular
white matter, corpus callosum,
basal ganglia, middle
cerebellar peduncles and
cerebellar hemispheres.

Hernandez-

Three patients (one male (a), T2, FLAIR,

Fernandez et

with focal neurological

al.,40 (Spain)

deficits and epileptic

deep white matter, basal

seizures complicated by left

ganglia, thalamus, brainstem

hemispheric focal non-

and cerebellar hemispheres.

convulsive status

Acute bihemispheric

epilepticus; one male aged

subcortical ischaemic lesions

69 years (b) with altered

of the posterior circulation.

conscious state after

(b) T2* hypointense foci in the

extubation; and, one patient

left frontal cortex and multiple

(c) with altered conscious

cortico-subcortical

state and focal epileptic

microbleeds. FLAIR

DWI, GRE

(a) FLAIR hyperintensities in
the supra and infratentorial
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seizures after extubation. Nil

hyperintensities in the bilateral

other demographics and

parieto-occipital white matter

clinical manifestations

with extension to centrum

reported.

semiovale.
(c) Microbleeds in the cortex
and subcortical white matter
without diffusion restriction,
consistent with PRES-type
leukoencephalopathy with
haemorrhage. FLAIR
hyperintensities in the right
frontal cortex and bilateral
parieto-occipital white matter,
with patchy extension to left
centrum semiovale.

Kandermirli et 12 patients (mean age 62

T1, T2, FLAIR,

FLAIR abnormalities with

al.,41 (Turkey) years; 11 male, one female);

DWI, SWI,

some increased cortical

one with anosmia; and, one

3DTOF,

diffusion (n=7),

with altered conscious state.

TurboFlash

leptomeningeal enhancement

Nil other clinical

(n=5) or cortical blooming

manifestations reported.

artifact (n=3) in the frontal
(n=4), parietal (n=3), occipital
(n=4), insular (n=3), cingulate
(n=3) and temporal (n=1)
cortices, and in the subcortical
(n=3) and deep white matter
(n=3).
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Kremer and

37 patients (mean age 61

T1, T2, FLAIR,

FLAIR hyperintensities with

Lersy et al.,8

years; 30 male, 7 female);

DWI,

some diffusion restriction in

(France)

27 with altered conscious

SWI, GRE

the unilateral medial temporal

state; 20 with focal

lobe (n=16), FLAIR non-

neurological deficits; 15

confluent multifocal white

with intensive care

matter hyperintensities with

wakefulness; 12 with

variable enhancement

confusion; and, 7 with

associated with haemorrhagic

agitation; 5 with seizures;

lesions (n=11) and without

and, 4 with headache.

(n=2), extensive and isolated
white matter
microhemorrhages (n=9),
FLAIR confluent
hyperintensities in the
supratentorial white matter
(n=4), FLAIR and diffusion
ovoid hyperintensity in the
splenium of corpus callosum
(n=2), acute necrotising
encephalopathy (n=2) and
FLAIR hyperintensities in the
bilateral middle cerebellar
peduncles (n=2).

Krett et al.,42

One male aged 69 years

FLAIR, SWI,

FLAIR and SWI multifocal,

(Canada)

with agitation, altered

GRE

multi-compartmental non-

conscious state and focal

enhancing haemorrhages with

neurological deficits (diffuse

peri-haemorrhage vasogenic

paresis, flaccid extremity

oedema, consistent with

tone and areflexia)

haemorrhagic encephalopathy.

Lang et al.,43

Six patients (mean age 64; 4

T1, T2, FLAIR,

FLAIR hyperintensities with

(USA)

male, 2 female); six with

DWI, SWI

diffusion restriction in the

altered conscious state; one

bilateral deep white matter

with aphasia; one with

with relative sparing of
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hypertonicity; and, one with

subcortical U-fibres (n=6),

lower extremity paresis.

corpus callosum (n=1), middle
cerebellar peduncles (n=5) and
corticospinal tracts (n=3),
consistent with
leukoencephalopathy.

Li et al.,44

One male aged 21 years

(Taiwan)

with anosmia.

T2

Linear hyperintensities in the
bilateral olfactory nerves and a
smaller right olfactory bulb,
suggestive of bilateral
olfactory neuropathy.

Mahboob et
45

al., (USA)

One female aged 58 years

DWI

DWI hyperintensity in the left

with acute onset left

cerebellum consistent with

hemiplegia, dysarthria, left

ischemic infarction in the

homonymous hemianopia,

territory of the posterior

right gaze preference and

inferior cerebellar artery.

positive left Babinski sign.
Morassi et
46

al., (Italy)

One female aged 76 years

FLAIR, DWI

FLAIR hyperintensity with

with focal seizures with a

diffusion restriction in left

marked post-ictal period.

precentral gyrus. FLAIR
hyperintensity with contrast
enhancement in the head of the
right caudate nucleus and left
middle frontal gyrus.

Moriguchi et
47

al., (Japan)

One male aged 24 years

T2, FLAIR,

DWI non-enhancing

with headache, then

DWI

hyperintensity along the wall

generalised seizures,

of the right lateral ventricle

reduced consciousness,

(inferior horn), right medial

meningism and convulsion

temporal lobe and

followed by

hippocampus with slight

unconsciousness.

hippocampal atrophy,
consistent with right lateral
ventriculitis and encephalitis.
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Nepal et al.,48 One male aged 50 years
(USA)

FLAIR, DWI

with altered conscious state.

FLAIR confluent
hyperintensities in the bilateral
centrum semiovale and
multiple bilateral punctate
lacunar areas of diffusion
restriction in the centrum
semiovale and periventricular
white matter, suggestive of
acute embolic infarcts or
vasculitis.

Novi et al.,

44

(Italy)

One female aged 64 years

T1, T2

Six T1 ring or nodular

with headache, bilateral

enhancing cortical lesions, a

vision impairment with

right temporal lobe lesion and

associated sensory deficit on

T2 hyperintensity in the optic

her right leg, headache,

nerves bilaterally.

bilateral relative afferent
pupillary defect, ageusia and
anosmia, severe visual loss,
right abdominal sensory
level, and left-sided lower
limb hyperreflexia.
Parauda et

Four patients (mean age

T2, FLAIR,

FLAIR hyperintensities with

al.,49 (USA)

71.5 years; two male and

DWI, SWI

some diffusion restriction in

two female); all with altered

the bilateral occipital white

conscious state; two with

matter (n=2), parieto-occipital

seizures; one with non-

white matter (n=2), bilateral

convulsive status

frontoparietal white matter

epilepticus; one with global

(n=1), left thalamus (n=1) and

aphasia; and, one with right

posterior limb of the left

arm weakness.

internal capsule (n=1),
compatible with vasogenic
oedema and some
microhaemorrhage on SWI, all
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suggestive of posterior
reversible encephalopathy
syndrome.
Politi,

One female aged 25 years

Salsano &
Grimaldi.,

T2, FLAIR

with severe anosmia.

FLAIR hyperintensities in the
right posterior gyrus rectus and

50

bilateral olfactory bulbs,

(USA)

resolving on follow up MRI 28
days later with new evidence
of olfactory bulb thinning.

Poyiadji et
51

al., (USA)

One female aged 58 years

T2, FLAIR,

FLAIR ring-enhancing

with altered conscious state.

SWI

hyperintensities with
susceptibility hypointensity in
the bilateral medial temporal
lobes, thalami and subinsular
regions with evidence of
haemorrhage.

Radmanesh

11 patients (mean age 53

7

et al., (USA) years; 9 male and 2 female);

T2, FLAIR,

FLAIR confluent

SWI

hyperintensities and mild

all with altered conscious

restricted diffusion in the

state. Nil other clinical

bilateral supratentorial deep

manifestations reported.

and subcortical white matter
extending from the precentral
gyrus to the centrum
semiovale, corona radiata and
posterior cerebral white matter
(n=10), occipital lobes (n=7),
middle cerebellar peduncles
(n=4) and cerebellar
hemispheres (n=4). Multiple
punctate microhaemorrhages in
juxtacortical white matter
(n=5) and/or the corpus
callosum, particularly the
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splenium (n=4). MRI 7-days
prior in one patient suggests all
reported microhaemorrhages
were new.
Imaging overall consistent with
diffuse leukoencephalopathy
(n=4), microhemorrhages
(n=1) or both (n=6).
Rogg, Baker

One male aged 59 years

& Tung.,52

with altered conscious state.

FLAIR, DWI

FLAIR non-enhancing
hyperintensities with increased

(USA)

diffusivity in the posterior
subcortical and deep white
matter, internal and external
capsules and cerebellar white
matter. FLAIR non-enhancing
hyperintensity without
diffusion restriction in the deep
grey matter. Imaging consistent
with posterior reversible
encephalopathy syndrome.

Rudilosso,

One male aged 50 years

Esteller, Urra

with sudden right facial

in the left medial thalamus and

&

palsy and mild ipsilateral

bilateral cerebellum, consistent

Chamorro.,53

limb weakness.

with ischaemia.

DWI

DWI punctate hyperintensities

(Spain)
Scullen et
18

al., (USA)

7 patients (one female aged

FLAIR, DWI,

Diffuse FLAIR

63 years, with altered

SWI, GRE

hyperintensities with some

conscious state; one female

diffusion restriction in the deep

aged 43 years, with left

white matter (n=7), corpus

hemiplegia and extensor

callosum (n=7), basal ganglia

posturing). Remaining

or pallidum (n=7), centrum

demographics and clinical

semiovale (n=2), occipital pole

manifestations not

(n=1), bilateral medial
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specified.

temporal lobe (n=1) and crus
cerebri (n=1), broadly
consistent with viral
encephalitis.

Shoskes et
54

al., (USA)

One male aged 69 years

FLAIR, DWI,

SWI hypointensities and

with altered conscious state.

SWI

FLAIR hyperintensities mostly
with diffusion restriction in the
bilateral juxtacortical white
matter, corpus callosum, basal
ganglia, brainstem and
cerebellum, consistent with
microhaemorrhages.

Soldatelli et

One male aged 67 years

T1, FLAIR,

SWI hypointensities at the

al.,55 (Brazil)

with altered conscious state.

SWI

cortico-subcortical junction
and in the corpus callosum,
consistent with
microhaemorrhages.
Intraparenchymal haematoma
in the left thalamus and
posterior internal capsule
draining to the lateral ventricle.
FLAIR hyperintensities in right
frontoparietal convexity
consistent with subarachnoid
haemorrhage. A follow-up
MRI depicted partial
reabsorption of the
subarachnoid haemorrhage,
foci of cortical laminar
necrosis, gliosis in the right
prefrontal cortex and
superficial siderosis with no
additional signs of acute
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ischaemia.
One male aged 40 years

Wong et
56

al., (UK)

T2

T2 hyperintensity in the right

with unsteady gait, diplopia,

inferior cerebellar peduncle,

oscillopsia, limb ataxia,

extending to the spinal cord,

right arm paraesthesia, mild

suggestive of

bilateral facial weakness and

rhombencephalitis myelitis

reduced tongue movements

with possible associated

to both sides on admission.

oedema and
microhaemorrhage.

Zhang et

One female in her early 40s

57

al., (USA)

FLAIR, DWI

FLAIR hyperintensity with

with headache, dysphagia,

some corresponding DWI and

dysarthria, expressive

ADC changes in the bilateral

aphasia and altered

frontoparietal white matter,

conscious state.

anterior temporal lobes, basal
ganglia, external capsules and
thalami, consistent with acute
disseminated
encephalomyelitis.

Zoghi et al.,

58

One male aged 21 years

(Netherlands) with weakness and

T2, FLAIR

FLAIR hyperintensities in the
bilateral corticospinal tract,

paraparesis of upper and

internal capsules, cerebral

lower limbs, lower limb

peduncles, pons and splenium

paresthesia and a T8 sensory

of the corpus callosum,

level.

suggestive of acute
disseminated
encephalomyelitis or
neuromyelitis-optica spectrum
disorder.

*DWI = Diffusion-weighted imaging, STIR = short inversion time inversion recovery, SWI =
susceptibility-weighted imaging, DSC = dynamic susceptibility contrast, GRE = gradient
echo, ADC = apparent diffusion coefficient, TOF = time of flight

Spatial distribution of neurological events
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Figures 1a and b visualise the spatial distribution of white and grey matter neurological
events. White matter events were observed within 11 of 42 white matter bundles from the IIT
white matter bundles atlas. The highest percentage (26%) of events were observed within the
bilateral corticospinal tracts, composed of white matter fibres which connect the primary
motor cortex and basal ganglia.59. The splenium and middle of the corpus callosum were
affected in 14% and 9% of the cases respectively. The remaining tracts show white matter
events in less than 9% of cases. Of the cerebral microbleeds observed, a similar pattern
emerged; where the largest proportion of cerebral microbleeds were also found in the middle
corpus callosum, followed by the splenium of the corpus callosum. Grey matter events were
spatially distributed among 41 brain regions within the Desikan-Killiany atlas. The highest
proportions (~10%) of the events were observed in bilateral superior temporal, precentral,
and lateral occipital cortices. Sub-cortical events were most frequently identified in the
Pallidum.

Splenium of CC
Middle CC

Cerebrospinal tract*

11%

1%

percentage of cases

Genu

(c) Trans connectome-based network diffusion model

20%

percentage of cases

Inferior cerebellar
peduncle*
Vertical occipital
Fasciculus*

0.52

0.1

Putamen
Pallidum

Predicted Values

Pearson’s r

0.7%

r= 0.52, p=0.01 (corrected)

Arcuate
fasciculus*
Cerebellum

* = bilateral
Fig 1. Distribution and modelling of neurological events in the COVID-19 brain.

Measured Values
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(b) Grey matter events

(a) White matter events
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The highest proportions of events occurred in white matter areas (a) such as the corticospinal
tract. (b) In grey matter, the most vulnerable regions were the bilateral superior temporal
cortices, precentral cortices, and pallidum. (c) A network diffusion model using structural
connectivity edge weights successfully predicted the spread of neurological events. The
epicentres of spread which showed the most significant association between predicted and
measured distribution of events were the bilateral cerebellum and putamen (c).
Network diffusion model findings
Each of the 84 regions within the IIT Desikan-Killiany grey matter atlas were used as a
potential seed for the spread of pathology over time. Figure 1d shows a glass-brain
visualisation of the best fit (maximum Pearson’s correlation coefficient value) between
empirical events and predicted values determined using NDM. A significant fit was achieved
when seeding the spread from the bilateral cerebellum (Pearson’s r=0.52, p < 0.001
corrected) and putamen (r=0.4, p=0.02 corrected). Other basal ganglia structures also showed
moderate associations (r>0.3) but were not significant after correction. The spatial
distribution of the fit in all regions reflects the consequence of network spread starting from
each of the regions. The correlation-time curve demonstrated the fit between empirical data
and the NDM predicted events for all bilateral seeds (42 regions) is shown in Supplementary
Figure 1a. The association between empirical events and predicted events was low (r<0.2)
when Euclidian distance between regions was used as network edges instead of the structural
connectivity data (Supplementary Figure 1b).
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Discussion
COVID-19 patients are vulnerable to acute neuropathology, commonly in the form of small
neurological and cerebrovascular events. We systematically reviewed articles reporting
localised MRI findings in COVID-19 patients and spatially encoded them onto a common
grey and white matter atlas. We then investigated whether the spatial distribution of these
events follows a cortical or subcortical pattern that can be explained by a linear diffusionbased model of pathological spread. We found the epicentres of this spread to be the
cerebellum and putamen.

Neurological events in white and grey matter

White matter events were identified most frequently in the corticospinal tract and corpus
callosum. The corticospinal tract is a major white matter pathway connecting critical subcortical brain regions such as the basal ganglia and thalamus and as such, facilitates
information related to voluntary motor control. As a result, diffuse aberrations in the
corticospinal tract are associated with motor symptoms such as tendon reflexes, ankle clonus,
and bilateral extensor plantar reflexes, which have been commonly reported in COVID-19
patients.8,38,42,46,60 Similarly, the corpus callosum plays an important role in interhemispheric
communication; which can result in disconnection syndrome and broad neurocognitive
deficits.65

In grey matter regions, events were identified most frequently in the temporal and precentral
gyrus as well as the bilateral thalamus. Alterations in thalamocortical connectivity can disrupt
the regulation of consciousness and arousal.61,62 As such, acute events in these regions may
explain

symptoms

such

as

confusion,

disorientation,

agitation,

and

loss

of

consciousness.8,30,34,40,51,53,55 Despite their acute manifestation, the accumulation of
neurological events in subcortical structures and consequent disruption to distal cortical
regions can increase susceptibility to cognitive impairment and decline—bearing significant
ramifications for long-term cognitive prognosis. 63,64

The epicentre and mechanism of spread
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We found that the critical epicentres for triggering the widespread neurological events to be
the cerebellum and putamen. Given the potential for SARS-CoV-2 neurotropism, this finding
is interesting, as neuropathology in the piriform cortex could be caused initially by the
introduction of a virus through a direct axonal connection with the olfactory bulb.65 However,
a speculative interpretation could be that the cerebellum, due to its anatomical proximity to
large cerebral arteries may serve as the initial site of neuropathology. SARS-CoV-2 may then
travel to deep subcortical structures that are supplied sequentially with blood after the
cerebellum such as the putamen, and then to cortical sites such as the precentral gyrus, via
retrograde transsynaptic transmission by hijacking axonal transport mechanisms.65-70 While
in transit, direct neuronal or endothelial cell disruption may exacerbate the systemic
pathophysiology, facilitating cerebrovascular complications and mixed type I/II respiratory
failure.3,65,69 However, SARS-CoV-2 has rarely been isolated from CSF samples raising
doubt over its neurotropism and direct role in neurological event pathogenesis. 69,71,72
Patients with neurological symptoms also presented with anosmia,32,44,50 encephalopathy,
seizures, and changes to vision including cortical blindness and visual confabulation.33,44,73
Alterations in olfaction may therefore have a neurological basis, particularly in light of the
identified pathology implicating the olfactory bulb in clinical imaging,32,44,50 including the
presence of microbleeds among these patients. It is plausible that these symptoms relate
closely to the mode of infiltration of SARS-CoV-2, with a potential mechanism being direct
injury to the nervous system via ACE2 receptor expression on nerve cells, including the
olfactory bulb.37

Other proposed pathological mechanisms may explain the distribution of neurological events
including neuroinflammatory responses and cytokine and hypoxia-induced injury.4,18,69
Emerging evidence is characterising COVID-19 as a vascular disease; a hyperinflammatory
response with ensuing cytokine storm and coagulopathy which may synergistically contribute
to neurological event pathogenesis.3,4,18,69,74 COVID-19-associated coagulopathy occurs
proportional to disease severity and leads to treatment-resistant thrombotic and haemorrhagic
events;

characterised

by

d-dimer

elevation

with

prothrombin

prolongation

and

thrombocytopenia.74-77

Furthermore, cytokine- and hypoxia-induced injury to the corpus callosum, particularly the
splenium, has been reported within critical illness including acute respiratory distress
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syndrome and high-altitude cerebral oedema, potentially contributing to a vulnerability in
COVID-19.17,78-83 Hypoxia directly induces chemical and hydrostatic endothelial cell
disruption, promoting vascular permeability and hence contributing to neurological event
pathogenesis.84 Relative to the cortex, the thalamus, basal ganglia and deep white matter are
poorly perfused due to their watershed end-arterial vascular architecture which could
exacerbate their baseline hypoxic vulnerability and ultimately promote subcortical
neurological events.84-88 While the pathogenesis of white matter hyperintensities remains
under debate, roles for hypoxia, immune activation, endothelial cell dysfunction and altered
metabolism have been posited; not dissimilar from the neuropathological suggestions within
COVID-19.13-89

Limitations

This review has several important limitations. Firstly, we translated neurological events into a
standard MRI atlas space using a qualitative method; whereby these pathologies were
localised using the radiological description of the location and MRI images where available.
While this method is inherently subjective and lacks specificity, we used multiple
neuroimaging experts and only included data with specific spatial information or MRI
images. As such, the qualitative nature of the translation should be considered with caution
while interpreting our findings. Secondly, most of the included articles were cross-sectional
case studies and hence cannot directly attribute the observed neuropathology to SARS-CoV2. Therefore, longitudinal neuroimaging is necessary to directly assess causality. Lastly, some
of the neurological events included in our study may be explained by the ageing process;
whereby white matter hyperintensities are correlated with age.13,90 Hence, findings regarding
white matter changes; particularly white matter hyperintensities in the centrum semiovale,
should be interpreted with caution.

Conclusion

Patients with COVID-19 exhibit acute neuropathological and cerebrovascular events. These
events occur predominantly in white matter tracts such as the corticospinal tract and corpus
callosum, as well in grey matter areas such as the pallidum, putamen, thalamus, and
cerebellum. These aberrations likely contribute to altered thalamocortical connectivity and
may disrupt the regulation of consciousness and arousal. The accumulation of these events in
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subcortical structures and the consequent disruption to distal regions, may ultimately increase
susceptibility to cognitive impairment and decline—bearing significant long-term cognitive
ramifications. Given the prevalence and severity of these manifestations, clinicians should
consider having a low threshold for investigating neurological symptoms and monitoring
potential long-term sequelae in COVID-19 patients.
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Supplementary material
Fig. 1. PRISMA flow diagram showing the number of studies screened and included in the

Identification

meta-analysis.

461 potentially eligible articles identified
through database search
48 Medline
75 Embase
233 Scopus
105 LitCovid
90 duplicate articles removed

Screening

371 articles screened at title level
221 articles excluded
150 articles screened at abstract level

Eligibility

88 articles excluded
62 full-text articles assessed for eligibility
17 articles excluded
45 articles included in qualitative synthesis

Included

9 articles excluded
36 articles included in quantitative
synthesis (meta-analysis)
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Fig 2. Frequency of COVID-19 relate symptomology

Number of patients
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